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! A growth oriented style of economic policymaking. 
! A really existing form of economic and political 
organization of capitalism, which is between 
economic liberalism and statism. 

! An economic theory, which  adopts a historical-
deductive method, and starts from the assumption 
that the market is an excellent institution, but it is 
unable to coordinate satisfactorly the five 
macroeconomic prices and the non-competitive 
sector of national economic systems.
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Three meanings of “developmentalism”



!  Capitalism is born for each nation when it forms 
a nation-state and makes its industrial revolution. 

! Taking the UK as parameter: 
1. Sec XVI-XVIII -Mercantilism (when the IR 

happened) – the first developmentalism; 
2. 1834-1929 –Economic liberalism 
3. 1933-1973 –Golden Years –2nd developmen 
4. 1979-2008 –Neoliberal Years -regression  
!  
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As a form of capitalism:  
1. Phases 



! Developmentalism was dominant in all capitalist 
revolutions, in four types of countries: 

1. Origiginally industrialized or central (like 
England and US); 

2. Central late industrialized (like Germany and 
Sweeden) 

3. Indepedent late industrialized in the periphery 
(like South Korea and Taiwan); 

4. National-dependent late industrialized (like 
Brazil and Mexico).
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As a form of capitalism 2. All industrial 
revolutions were developmental



! Classical developmentalism (1940s-1960s) or 
development economics or structuralist Latin 
American growth theory, represented by Arthur 
Lewis, Ragnar Nurkse, Gunnar Myrdal, Raul Prebisch, 
Celso Furtado, Albert Hirschman and Michal Kalecki. 

! New developmentalism (2000s - ...), represented 
by Bresser-Pereira, José Luis Oreiro, Nelson 
Marconi, Paulo Gala, André Nassif, Carmem Feijó, 
Gabriel Palma, Roberto Frenkel, Martin Rappetti etc.
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As a theory



! It is a theoretical approach that originates from 
1. Classical Developmentalism or Development 

Economics and from  Post-Keynesian 
macroeconomics 

! It is divided into  
1. New-developmental macroeconomics 
2. New-developmental political economy 
3. New developmental microeconomics (draft) 
! It is focused on middle income countries, whose key 
difference in relation to rich countries is that it gets 
indebted in foreign money.

New Developmentalism
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! Economic crisis in Latin America 
1. In the 1980s – the Great Foreign Debt Crisis 
2. From 1990s – deindustrialization and low growth 
! Crisis of classical developmentalism:  
! From the 1970s,  
1. when ”associated dependency” turned dominant in LA,  
2. when theoretical innovation stopped. 
! From the 1980s,  
1. when developmental administrations lacked a macroeconomics, 

proved populist, and failed;  
2. when it defined ”industrial policy” as the magic solution to all 

problems. 
! Inability of Post-Keynesian macroeconomics,  
1. to explain the low growth, relate it to high interest rates and 

the long-term appreciation of the national currency. 
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Why a new theory?



1. It views foreign finance rather as detrimental 
than required for growth; 

2. It gives full importance to make the five 
macroeconomic prices right; 

3. It favours but gives less importance to 
industrial policy; 

4. It has a macroeconomics 
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Differences of new developmentalism with 
classical developmentalism



1. It is focused in middle-income countries, which get 
indebted in foreign money. 

2. Discusses the aggregates, but it focused on the 
five macroeconomic prices. 

3. Has a theory of the determination of the exchange 
rate. 

4. Acknowledges the foreign restriction (or Prebisch’s 
two elasticities}, but deduces from it just the need 
of industrialization. 

5. Rejects the policy of growth with foreign 
indebtedness.
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Differences of new developmentalism 
with post-Keynesian macroeconomics



! METHOD
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! which is valid for methodological sciences 
as mathematics, econometrics and 
economic decision making theory, not for a 
social substantive sciences as economics is. 

! Thus, don’t accept predictions just based 
on the homo economicus or rational 
consistency.
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ND It rejects the  
hypothetical-deductive method



! This was the method of Smith, Marx and Keynes 
! It generalizes out of regular or repetitive 
behavior and historical tendencies inductively 
observed (and checks if they are reasonably 
ratonal or explainable). 

! The historical models don’t lead to certitudes, 
or precise predictions but to claims with adverbs 
like “generally”. 

! But from them one is able to derive policy.
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ND adopts the  
historical-deductive method



! Provided that they are conditional instead of 
dogmatic. 

! Examples: the Balassa-Samuelson,  

! It explains the “Ricardian vice” as a 
consequence of the search for draw policy 
conclusions from dogmatic syllogisms.
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ND accepts conditional  
economic syllogisms, 



! ECONOMIC GROWTH
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! Growth is the process of capital 
accumulation with incorporation of technical 
progress that increases the productivity of 
labour and improves the standards of living. 

! It may happen together with increase of 
inequality, but supposes better standards o 
living. 

! It is structural change or industrialization or 
productive sophistication
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Definition of growth



(assuming that the supply more educated and trained 
people is permanently taking place) 

By increasing the efficiency of the production of the 
same goods and services, or 

By transferring labour to more sophisticated 
industries, which involve: 
1. More valued added per capita,  
2. Higher cost of the reproduction of labour 
3. Higher wages

The increase of productivity  
may occur in two ways
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! (A) On the supply side,  
! on education, science and technology, on 
entrepreneurs able to innovate, on institutions that 
assure the well-functioning of markets, on the 
existence of domestic finance for investment; on 
investments in infrastructure, etc. 

! B) On the demand side,  
! on the existence of domestic and international demand 
! (C) On the access to demand side 
! on an exchange rate that is not overvalued in the 
long-term.
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The increase of productivity depends



! In general: on investment in which is embodied 
technical progress. 

! Technical progress depends on education, 
science and technology, on entrepreneurs able 
to innovate, on institutions that assure the 
well-functioning of markets, on the existence of 
domestic finance for investment; on 
investments in infrastructure. 

! Or, in other words, technical progress depends 
on investment, in which it is embodied
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The increase of productivity depends



! INVESTMENT FUNCTION
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! Classical school: investment depends on 
the expected profit rate and on the 
interest rate; 

! Keynes: OK, but the expected profit rate 
depend on demand, which is not assured 
by the market. 

! New developmentalism: OK, but firms 
must have access to demand, which is 
not assured by the market, but by a 
competitive exchange rate. 

The investment depend?
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! On the general conditions of accumulation on 
the supply side. 

! On the existence of demand (domestic and 
foreign)  

! On the interest rate 
! On the other three macroeconomic prices 
! On the access to demand
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The profit rate depends



“Satisfying”- Herbert Simon

PRICES THEY ARE RIGHT WHEN

Interest rate Low level, around which to conduct monetary policy

Exchange rate Assures satisfactory profit rate to competent firms

Wage rate Conistent with satisfying profit rate (growing with 
productivity)

Inflation rate Below one digit

Profit rate Satisfying

The five “right”  
macroeconomic prices

Quite different from neoclassical “right prices”.
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! A balanced budget will allow for  
! a low-level interest rate 
! which, together with  
! zero current-account deficit, 
! and a neutralized Dutch disease (if existing) 
! will assure  
! a satisfying profit rate 
! and a low inflation rate.
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How the five macroeconomic prices 
work together



! I = f (r, j, e) 
! Because the exchange rate in developing 
countries is overvalued in the long-term, only 
depreciating in financial crises . 

! While overvalued it does not give access to 
existing demand.  

! When firms make their calculi on a given 
investment, they consider the overvalued 
currency, and don’t invest.
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Why investment depends  
on the exchange rate?



! THE DETERMINATION  
OF THE EXCHANGE RATE 
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! Conventional economics tell us that the exchange rate 
depends on the supply and demand for foreign money, 
having as reference the purchasing power parity (PPP). 

! Giving high and speculative capital flows, the exchange 
rate is often undetermined 

! New developmentalism says that it depends on the 
value of the foreign money and the demand and 
supply for it. 

! The demand and supply of money depends on capital 
flows, but this one follows a pattern. 
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Opposing conventional economics and 
new developmentalism



! THE VALUE AND THE PRICE
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The foreign money, as other goods and 
services, has a value and a price. 
The value of a good is equal to the cost of 
production incuding a reasonable profit. 
Def: The value of the exchange rate is the 
value that covers the cost of production of the 
firms that participate from the foreign trade of 
the cuntry and balances the current account.  
.

The value of the exchange rate (or 
foreign money)
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! It varies according to the CULCI – comparative unit 
labor cost index. 

! ULC = wages/productivity 
! For long we, economists, were aware that  
1. the CULCI is determinant of the exchange rate; 

and 
2. the CULCI defines the “internal” exchange. rate  
! But we did not know why.  
! Now – with the the concept of the value of the 
exchange rate – we know. 

! When the CULCI or the value increases, the 
exchange rate depreciates (goes up).
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Variation of the value



! Value and current equilibrium are similar, but: 
! The value depends exclusively of the 
variations of the CULCI 

! While 
! The current equilibrium depends, additionally, 
on the terms of change, thus, on the 
international price of the commodity. 

! The exchange rate floats around the value.
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The value and  
the current equilibrium



! The current equilibrium is the outcome of a 
“compensatory mechanism”. 

! When the value increases, the current 
equilibrium goes up, and the exchange rate 
depreciates compensatorily. And vice versa. 

! When the terms of trade deteriorate, the 
current equilibrium goes up, and the exchange 
rate also depreciates compensatorily.  

! And vice-versa.
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A compensatory mechanism
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The tendency to  
the overvaluation



! SUPPLY AND DEMAND
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! The supply 
1. On exports of goods and services 
2. On capital inflows 
! The demand 
1. On imports of goods and services 
2. On capital outflows 
! Net capital inflows depend 
1. O the interest rate 
2. On eventual capital controls 
3. On the moment in the tendency to the cylical and 

chronic overluation of the exchange rate.
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The supply and demand for foreign 
money depends



! THE TENDENCY TO THE  
CYCLICAL AND CHRONIC OVERVALUATION
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only depreciating in the  
cyclical financial crises?  

Because, in developing countries, there is a 
tendency to the cyclical and chronic overvaluation 
of the exchange rate. 

This is the core empirical thesis of new 
developmentalism.
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Why such tendency



! Usually in developing countries the exchange rate 
follows a cyclical and chronic tendency, which 
makes it overvalued in the long-term – for several 
years. 

! The cycle begins with a financial crises and a sharp 
devaluation of the national currency 

! Then the currency depreciates by the Dutch disease, 
up to the current equilibrium. 

! And bellow that, in the domain of increasing 
current-account deficit.
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The tendency



! Classical school: tendency to the falling rate of profit. 
! Keynes: tendency to the insufficiency of demand. 
! Classical developmentalism: tendency to the 
deterioration of term of change. 

! New-developmentalism: tendency to o the cyclical and 
chronic (long-term) appreciation of the exchange rate. 

! (Neoclassical economics does not have a tendency 
because it is not historical.) 

Historical theories usually have 
tendencies
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! Conventional economics refers to  
1. ”misalignments”, and of 
2. ”volatility”, of the exchange rate.  

! Yes,  

! but New Developmentalism argues that the 
exchange rate follows a cyclical pattern, 

! Initiated and closed with a financial crisis.

Not ”misaligments”, or ”exchange rate 
volatility”
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! Dutch disease, which just pulls the exchange rate to 
the current equilibrium  

! Three habitual policies, which pulls the current 
account to the deficit. 

1. High level interest rate around which conduce 
monetary policy.  

2. Growth with foreign indebtedness (“foreign 
savings”) 

3. Exchange rate anchor policy to control inflation. 
! The habitual policies are the cause of the cyclical 
crises.

Causes of the  
tendency to the overvaluation
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! DUTCH DISEASE
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! It is competitive disadvantage, long-term 
overvaluation of the exchange rate that stems from 
exports of commodities that, benefiting from 
Ricardian rents and/or from a commodity boom, 
can be exported with a profit at an exchange rate 
(current equilibrium) substantially more appreciated 
than the one required for the other tradeable firms 
that utilize technology in the world state of the art 
(industrial equilibrium). 

! It is a major cause of non-industrialization if is not 
neutralized, or a major cause of de industrialization 
if it was neutralized and is not anymore.

Dutch disease
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44



! Current equilibrium – value that balances 
intertemporally the current-account. Is expresses 
the value of the foreign money. 

! Industrial equilibrium – value that makes 
competitive the firms that utilize technology in the 
world state of the art. (Belongs to the Dutch 
disease model). 

! There is a third, not related to the Dutch disease: 
Foreign debt equilibrium – exchange rate that corresponds to a 
current-account deficit that stabilizes the foreign debt / GDP ratio. 
(Belongs to the financial crisis model)

Thus, in the DD there are two 
exchange rate equilibriums
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! primarily, on the comparative unit labour cost index 
(CULCI) of tradable non-commodity goods and 
services (the ”value” for non-commodities)  

! secondarily, on the terms of trade; secondarily 
because the international prices of the non-
commodity tradable goods vary less than the 
respective  CULCI.
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The industrial equilibrium depends



 Severity 
! It is equal to the difference between the 
current and the industrial equilibrium. 

! In percent terms, is the that difference divided 
by the current equilibrium: 

! g = (ei – ec) / ec

Severity  
of the Dutch disease
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! THE INTEREST RATE 
OR THE THREE HABITUAL POLICIES
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! pull the exchange rate to the domain of the 
current-account deficit  

! They are 
1. The exchange rate 
2. The growth with foreign borrowing (”savings”) 

policy 
3. The use of the exchange rate as anchor 

against inflation 
! The interest rate is the intermediary in the 
case of the two 
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The three habitual policies



! The level of the interest rate is the base 
around which the central banks manages 
monetary policy. 

! The high level is justified either with the 
argument that it aims  

1. to attract capitals (Habitual policy 2) or  
2. to control inflation (Habitual policy 3)
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Habitual policy 1: High level of the 
interest rates



! It is policy recommended by the liberal-orthodoxy and gladly 
accepted by the local populists, either orthodox and heterodox. 

! It seems obvious: ”capital poor country should receive capitals from 
capital rich countries to grow”. 

! It starts from a macro identity: 
! Sd + Sx = S = I 
! Which is transmuted into a theory: foreign savings add to domestic 

savings and cause the increase of savings and investment. 
! Yet, this ”theory” is just exchange rate populism. 
! It is supposed to increase total savings and investments, but actually 

replace them, and what we have usually is a high rate of substitution 
of foreign for domestic savings. 

! Only in special circumstances, when the country is growing fast and 
the marginal propensity to consume falls, such rate is low.
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Habitual policy 2: Growth with foreign 
indebtedness (“foreign savings”)



! Because, generally, foreign savings don’t add to 
domestic savings. 

! There is a high rate of substitution of foreign for 
domestic rates, except when the country is growing 
very fast and the marginal propensity to consume 
falls.  

! Cause: when the country decides “to grow with 
foreign savings”, it incurs in current-account deficit, 
capital inflows increase, the exchange rate 
appreciates, tradable non-commodity companies turn 
uncompetitive and investments is discouraged. 

! While wages and rentiers’ revenues increase, 
consumption increases and domestic savings fall.

Why such policy is just exchange rate 
populism
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! It is as usual as perverse. 
! It is worse than to control the prices of state-
owned enterprises to control inflation. 

! Demand inflation is supposed to be controlled 
by monetary and fiscal policy and by 
pruidential policies.
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Habitual policy 3: Exchange rate 
anchor to control inflation



The current equilibrium depends 
! primarily, on the terms of trande of the commodities,  
! secondarily, on the value of the exchange rate, which 
varies according to the CULCI, because commodities’ 
international price of the  vary a lot. 

! The industrial equilibrium depends 
! Primarily on variations on the CULCI of manufactured 
goods 
 The price of the exchange rate floats around 

the current equilibrium 
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When there is Dutch disease



! THE CURRENT-ACCOUNT BALANCE  
AND THE EXCHANGE RATE 

! And 
! SUMMARIZING THE DETERMINATION OF THE 

EXCHANGE RATE
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! may be an autonomous determinant of the 
exchange rate 

! Because, other variable constant, there is a 
correspondence between the current-
account balance and the exchange rate.  

! When one country decides to grow with 
”foreign savings”, it is deciding to 
appreciate the currency in the long-term.
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The decision or the accommodation to 
current-account deficits
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1. to variations in the value or CULCI; 
2. to variations in the terms of trade;  
3. to the adoption of in the 3 habitual policies 
4. to variation on speculative capital flows 

associated to moment in the TCCO and to the 
carry trade practice, which are in the model.  

! And also 
1. to variations on domestic and international 

demand, and their reflex on imports and exports; 
2. to changes in the interest rate in the US; 
3. to changes in the country’s credit rating. 
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The current-account/exchange rate 
relation shifts according



! On the value of the commodities (CULCI commod) 
! On the demand and supply for foreign money, which 
depends 

1. On the price of commodities or the terms of trade;   
2. On the interest rates and the other two habitual policies; 
3. On the variation on speculative capital flows associated 

to moment in the TCCO and to the carry trade practice, 
which are in the model.  

! And also 
1. to variations on domestic and international demand, and 

their reflex on imports and exports; 
2. to changes in the interest rate in the US; 
3. To in the country’s credit rating.
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Or, when there is Dutch disease, the 
exchange-rate depends



! When the value increases (or the CULCI increases), 
the current equilibrium also increases, and the 
exchange rate must depreciate compensatorily to 
keep the current-account balanced; 

! When the terms of trade improve, the current 
equilibrium falls, and, so, the exchange rate must 
depreciate to compensatorily keep the current-
account balanced.
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Effect of variations on the value  
and on the terms of trade



! CYCLICAL FINANCIAL CRISES
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Cyclical currency crises 
and financialization



! Financial crisis are crises of excessive indebtedness. 
! Two types:  
! Banking crises – typical of rich countries that get 
indebted in their own money; 

! Currency or balance of payment crises – typical 
and chronic in developing countries, which get 
indebted in foreign money (that they cannot either 
issue or depreciate).  

! Currency crises are also sovereignty crises.
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Types of financial crises



! I am always assuming a floating regime. 
! In a floating regime, currency crises would be 
impossible, because as soon as they country entered 
the realm of current account deficits the exchange 
rate would devalue and the equilibrium would be 
warranted. 

! Nevertheless, they happen because the  long-term 
overvaluation phase is only possible if there is 
financialization – specifically a credit bubble. 

! (I am defining financialization as the distorting 
outcomes of finance: highly risky financial innovations, 
fraud, and bubbles.
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Currency crises suppose a credit 
bubble or financialization



! Liberal orthodoxy defends that fiscal irresponsibility is 
the cause. 

! This can be true.  
! But it is usual to see financial crises without fiscal 
irresponsibility.  

! Besides,  
! The twin deficit hypothesis (when the fiscal deficit 
increases the current account deficit also increases) 
often does not work. 

! It just works if the exchange rate is balanced. 
! When the exchange rate is overvalued – as it usually is 
in developing countries – the country may present a 
balanced budget and a high current account deficitis.
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Would budget deficits and the twin 
deficits explain financial crises? 



! The Dutch disease does not explain them. 
! The budget deficits are a cause, but not the main one. 
! The main cause is the policy of growth cum current 
account deficits (“foreign savings”) and increased 
foreign indebtedness which is financed with loans in 
foreign money.  

! When the market exchange rate reachs the bottom 
and stays there for a long time, the foreign debt 
increases, and, eventually, the foreign creditors lose 
confidence, suspend the roll-over of the debt, and the 
crisis breaks up.
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The cause of currency crises are the 
desired current account deficits 



! Implicitly proposed by liberal-orthodoxy. 
! Which would make the growth with current 
account deficits consistent with financial 
stability. 

! Liberal orthodoxy (John Williamson) calls it the 
“fundamental” rate. 

! I call “foreign debt equilibrium”.
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A third equilibrium:  
the foreign debt equilibrium
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! Def: the foreign debt equilibrium is the 
exchange rate that corresponds to CAD in 
relation to GDP equal to the rate of growth of 
GDP. 

! The foreign debt equilibrium corresponds 
loosely to what Williamson calls “fundamental 
exchange rate”. 

! Economists in general recommend it, while 
new developmentalism rejects it.
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The foreign debt equilibrium



1. For new developmentalism: the industrial 
equilibrium. 

2. For the orthodoxy and for populists: the  foreign 
debt equilibrium (FDE). 

The country that has the DD and accepts the FDE is 
condemned to export commodities, because its prices 
will be wrong. 
1. The exchange rate will be overvalued 
2. The expected profit rate will be depressed 
3. All revenues will be artificially high

Note the huge difference in 
recommended exchang rates
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! SUMMING UP
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! For each country we have 
1. Current equilibrium 
2. Foreign debt equilibrium 
3. Industrial equilibrium (when Dutch disease) 
! The exchange rate price floats  
! around the value of the foreign money 
1. according to the demand and supply of foreign 

money, and 
2. according to the the tendency of the 

overvaluation of exchange rate.  
! There is a correspondence between the current-
account balance and the ER.
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Summarizing



! The industrial equilibrium  R$ 3.80 
! Dutch disease    -R$0.70 =  22% 
! The current equilibrium   R$ 3.10 
! Three habitual policies   +R$ 0.30 = 10% 
! Exchange-rate (2007-14)  R$ 2.80 
! Overvaluation     R$ 1.00  =  32% 
(Approximate numbers at December 2016 prices)
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Example of recent Brazil’s exchange rate cycle  
2002-14 

(R$ per dollar)
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Macroeconomic policies



1. Economic growth leading to gradual catching up. 
2. Reduction of inequalities.. 
3. Control of climate change. 

! The main objective remains growth. 
! Trade-offs between the three objectives are 
innevitable. 

! But I belive that they are less contradictory than 
is usually thought.
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Policy objectives



1. Chronic fiscal-expansive macro policies.  
2. Increase wages above productivity. 
3. Use appreciation to increase real wages; 

! The main objective of macroeconomic policy 
is not distribution but full employment and 
growth.

Mistaken  policies aiming to reduce 
economic inequality
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! Minimum wage 
! Welfare state 
! Progressive taxation. 

! The progressive taxation should select or 
privilege rentier capitalists, which have no 
contribution to production and growth.
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1. Distributive policy



 Before taxes & 
transfers

After taxes & 
transfers

Variation  
%

Sweden 0.49 0.23 38.8

Germany 0.44 0.28 27.3

USA 0.46 0.34 26.1
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Gini coefficient  
before and after taxes  

(mid 2000s)



! Climate change is a major threat to hummanity. 
! But developing countries (and may be also rich 
countries) cannot give up growth. 

! The challenge is to develop energy saving technologies 
that make consistent growth with improvement of the 
environment and control on the climate. 

! This requires investments that are happening for some 
time. 

! It is significant that you need investment capacity 
(wealth) to invest in renewable carbon free 
technologies.
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2. The environmental challenge



! To keep the five macroeconomic prices right. 
! To reject exchange rate and fiscal populism: 
1. Foreign accounts: zero or surplus proportional 

to the severity of the DD;  
2. Budget deficit: small, consistent to modest 

public debt. 
! To invest in technology 
! To develop finance mechanisms for investments  
! To make consessions of infrastructure projects 
to private national capital. 
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3. Growth with stability strategy



! I would prefer that the state made the 
investment, because the companies are 
monopolist and may be financed by its own 
profits. 

! When this is not the case, and given the 
difficulty in achieving public savings (due to 
priority given to education and health care) 

! The concession to private national companies 
is a second best. 
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Concession of infrastructure project to 
private national capital



! NEUTRALIZING THE TENDENCY TO THE 
OVERVALUATION OF THE EXCHANGE RATE
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! two neutralizations are required 

! To neutralize the Dutch disease 

! To neutralize the three habitual policies 
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To neutralize the  
tendency to the overvaluation



! A variable export-tax equal to the severity of 
the Dutch disease, will neutralize it, making the 
current and the industrial equilibriums equal. 

! Two explanations: 
1. The tax increase the value (the cost+profit). 
2. Shifts the supply curve to the left. 
! In the previous example, today the tax would 
be zero, between 2007-2017, would be,  R$ 
0.70 per US$ (December 2016 prices).

Neutralization of the  
Dutch disease
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By just rejecting the three habitual policies 
1. Reduce the interest rate to a civilized level 
2. Reject the policy of growth with foreign 

borrowing (“savings”), which is self-defeating. 
3. Reject the exchange rate anchor policy to 

control inflation. 
!   
! And by controling capital flows when needed
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Two neutralize the  
three habitual policies





1. Satisfactory profit rate 
2. Increase of the investment rate.  
3. Current-account surplus. 
4. Faster growth 
5. Faster growth of wages. 
6. Reduction of inequality. 

! Note that developing countries don’t need foreign 
capital.  

! But the current account surplus depends on rejecting 
the three habitual policies, which are all equivocated, 
besides neutralizing the DD.

Some economic consequences of the 
exchange rate policy
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! THE INDUSTRIAL POLICY ISSUE
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! I have always in favour of industrial policy. 
! But I believe that it has been largely 
overestimated by the last classical 
developmental economists. 

! A short history
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What about industrial policy?



! Original classical developmental economists 
defended economic planning. 

! The crisis of developmentalism in the 1970s 
! It deepens in 1980, when WB turns liberal. 
! But in the 1980s three books are published 
(Johnson,82;Amsden,89;Wade,90) showing the 
role of industrial policy in East Asia. 

! Chang and Reinert show that rich countries 
adopted it when they were industrializing.
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A short history 1



! Industrial policy turns the only game in town. 
! But a problem: the secret of East Asia was not in 
industrial policy but in having the five 
macroeconomic prices right. 

! They were developmental because  
1. they adopted an active macro policy, particularly 

an exchange rate policy: 
2. They assured fiscal responsibility, low level interest 

rate, competitive exchange rate, wages growing 
with productivity, satisfying profit rate, low inflation. 
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A short history 2



! A good game, but a poor game. 
! No theory behind, except old classical 
developmentalism. 

! Ideas not attractive to young heterodox 
economists, who moved to post-Keynesian 
macroeconomics. 

! But post-Keynesians have no answer for the 
growth of developing countries.  

! New developmentalism has.
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In Brazil industrial policy  
remains the only game in town



! EXPORT-LED OU DOMESTIC-LED GROWTH
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! Protection to infant industry: tariffs: in 1970s, 
30-40%; in the 1980s, 20-30%; non-tariff barriers. 
Order: luxury, consumer, intermediate, capital goods. 

! Huge export subsidies. 
! Strict control of the exchange rate. 
! Financial markets: heavily regulated. 
! Low (usually negative) interest rate.  
! Foreign capitals were heavily regulated, 
! Inflation in Korea in the 1970s, 19.8%. 
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East Asian export-led policies  
according to Ha-Joon



! It is a powerful argument in favour of 
industrialization and of export-led growth; 

! It is a competitive disadvantage which only 
industrialization and the exports of manufactured 
goods may overcome. 

! Thirlwall’s formalization is interesting; nothing 
more than that. 

! But the issue was transformed into a phantom by 
developmental and by post-Keynesian economists.
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Prebisch’s two elasticities or foreign 
constraint model



! ”Developing countries besides facing a first 
gap, the lack of saving-investment, faces a 
second gap, a shortage of capital or foreign 
money. 

! The ”solution”: grow with foreign borrwing – 
something that Chenery, as director of the 
World Bank, cherished. 
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The developmental phantom: Chenery’s 
the two gap model



! ybp  = x/π 
! The growth rate of a country is constrained by the growth 
of the country’s exports, which are exports of commodities 
that tend to grow less than the world’s GDP. 

! Again, from this law it should be deduced the need to 
increase exports of manufactured goods. 

! Instead of this 
! Lots of paper searching to know if the constraint is real; 
yes, it is obviously real. 

! The proposal of an alternative growth strategy: a wage led 
growth, which would more economic equality friendly. 

! As absurd argument, unless we want to go back to the 
import substitution model.

Thirllwall’s law
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! THE POLITICAL ECONOMY  
OF NEW DEVELOPMENTALISM
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! They rejected exports of manufactured goods as a 
policy. What in substitution?  

! They rejected depreciation, because reduces wages once 
and for all.  

! But reduces also the revenues of rentiers (interests, 
dividends and real-state rents) 

! Reduces the wealth or rentiers 
! Reduces the interest rate. 
! Liberal economists refuse speaking about the exchange 
rate because it hurts rentiers. 

! ”Social developmentalists” made the game of rentiers 
and financiers, not of workers.
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I had trouble with  
the last classical developmentalists
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On New Developmentalism
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